
 

 

 

 

 

 
Incident Summary and Background 
At 14:50 on the 9th May 2018 Voiceflex suffered a mass service outage due to a power failure at one of 
our datacentres. One of two racks at Harbour exchange datacentre completely lost power for a period of 
30 seconds causing all services delivered from that rack to fail. Customers who had services delivered 
from or transiting systems in that rack would have experienced problems ranging from call cut offs to 
complete failure of SIP connectivity. Contained within the affected rack were also two critical core 
components, one of our primary internal DNS servers and a Master database server. The absence of DNS 
services would have also a short delay in call setups for some calls for a wider base . The dirty shutdown 
of one of the database server’s led to a corruption of data on one of our core master databases. This in 
turn meant that the local held copies of the core database began to fail to replicate. This was exhibited in 
a number of ways; 

1, Changes made on the portal did not take effect.  
2, Some customers could no longer authenticate properly.  
 
Customers not directly on SBC’s located in this rack may have experienced call cut offs when the power 
failed but after redialling services would have routed through alternate paths. These customers would 
also have experienced problems with pushing new changes from the portal until the replication was 
restored.  

The vast majority customers who connect to SBC’s within this rack were returned to service within 10 
minutes of the power failure. Due to a problem with database replication and corruption some customers 
remained out of service until the replication was restored. 

Timeline 
Time Event 

14:45 Power is lost and all servers/routers/switches in the rack go off line  
14:46 Alerts received NOC begins investigation 
14:46 Power restored 
14:50 Consistency checks finish on all hosts and SBC’s start to boot 
14:51 Master database returns to service 
14:55 All SBC’s return to service, clients start reregistering 
15:00 Monitoring shows database issues on some SBC’s  
15:05 Master/Master replication failing between primary databases 
15:10 Inconsistent tables on SBC’s repaired. 
15:12 DNS service returns 
15:15 Call traffic returns to levels before the outage 
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15:25 SBC <-> Master db replication failing affecting a small number of customers 
ability to register. Under 5% of initially affected customers 

15:30 Core engineers have MSO huddle to discuss best way to proceed.  
15:40 Work begins to restore Master/Master replication 
15:50 Support start to manually amend entries to bring remaining clients back in to 

service 
16:10 Engineers arrive on site at DC to investigate reason for power loss. 
16:30 Master/Master replication restored work begins to restore slaves on each SBC. 
16:35 Customers report problems setting call redirects and making configuration 

changes on portal, relating to database replication problem. 
20:00 All Slave databases updated and replicating.  
20:15 ‘All Clear’ given no remaining outstanding errors on databases or platform. 

 
Root Cause 
The root cause of this failure was the complete loss of power to a Rack in HEX. This failure had the knock 
on effect of corrupting data on a master database server which was then replicated to slaves around the 
network.  

In the 13 years that Voiceflex have been operating our network this is only the second complete loss of 
power we have experienced at our datacentres. In this case it was isolated to our rack and was caused by 
a fault in the PDU feeding it. This PDU has now been removed from service. Unlike all other racks in the 
Voiceflex network the racks at HEX only have a single power feed presented, when previously we have 
requested dual feeds they were not available.  

During a dirty shutdown of a system some data corruption can be expected. Voiceflex run multiple 
master databases and have locally hosted slave databases across our network, these slaves permitted the 
vast majority of customers service to continue unaffected by the corruption of one of our core databases. 
Unfortunately this setup also makes the recovery from such an event where the Master becomes 
inconsistent somewhat more complicated. The portal changes were being pushed to the inconsistent 
database meaning they were being ignored by the SBC’s processing the calls until such a time replication 
started again.    

 

Risk Mitigation 
We have again requested a secondary feed to be presented to our racks and are awaiting confirmation 
that this request can now be fulfilled. If this is not possible Voiceflex have now taken ownership of the 
adjoining rack and will look to cross connect power feeds in order to offer a supply resilience. 
 
During the discussions regarding the database recovery process core engineers explored the possibility of 
increasing the resiliency by better sharing the load on multiple Master databases over the slaves. As the 
changes discussed would have no more impact than the expected recovery process these changes where 
implemented during the recovery. The changes mean that in the event of a repeat of this problem there 
would be a 50% reduction in affected customers and also a 50% reduction in recovery time. 
 
Voiceflex apologise for any inconvenience caused, we continually work to make sure our network is as 
stable and resilient as possible.  


